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Comparative evolution of terrestrial planets 



Catling and Zahnle
(2020; Science 
Advances)

Warren and Kite 
(2023; PNAS)
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Explicitly model terrestrial planet atmosphere-interior geochemical evolution
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Monte Carlo approach for uncertain 
parameters and initial conditions:

Randomly sampling 21 
model parameters over 
1000s of model runs

95% 
confidence



An example of a Monte Carlo approach to planetary geochemical evolution

Carbon dioxide (CO2):Oxygen (O2): Water vapor:

Krissansen-
Totton, et al. 
(2022) Nature 
Astronomy



Earth can be recovered at Earth-Sun separations (1.0 AU)



Venus can be recovered at Venus-Sun separations (0.7 AU)



Venus can be recovered at Venus-Sun separations (0.7 AU)



But a diverse planetary outcomes are possible at Venus-Sun separations (0.7 AU)



- Do these planets have atmospheres?
- Do they possess O2-rich atmospheres from H loss?

Luger and Barnes (2015)
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Trappist 1b Evolution



“Probability distributions” for current
Trappist-1 planetary atmospheres

Krissansen-Totton and Fortney (2022, ApJ)
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More likely O2–free atmospheres

More likely O2–rich atmospheres
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More likely O2–free atmospheres

More likely O2–rich atmospheres

“Probability distributions” for current
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How do recent JWST observations inform theoretical models of Trappist-1 evolution?

Ih, J., Kempton, E. M. R., Whittaker, E. A., & Lessard, M. (2023). Constraining 
the Thickness of TRAPPIST-1 b’s Atmosphere from Its JWST Secondary 
Eclipse Observation at 15 μm. The Astrophysical Journal Letters, 952(1), L4.



How do recent JWST observations inform theoretical models of Trappist-1 evolution?

Lincowski, A. P., Meadows, V. S., Zieba, S., Kreidberg, L., Morley, 
C., Gillon, M., ... & Tamburo, P. (2023). Potential Atmospheric 
Compositions of TRAPPIST-1 c constrained by JWST/MIRI 
Observations at 15$\mu $ m. arXiv preprint arXiv:2308.05899.



How do recent JWST observations inform theoretical models of Trappist-1 evolution?

Krissansen-Totton (2023, ApJL)

Take all model runs that result in b (and c) being airless:

Assume same 
stellar and 
planetary 
properties then 
repeat evolutionary 
calculations for e 
and f
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How do recent JWST observations inform theoretical models of Trappist-1 evolution?

Krissansen-Totton (2023, ApJL)

Take all model runs that result in b (and c) being airless:

Assume same 
stellar and 
planetary 
properties then 
repeat evolutionary 
calculations for e 
and f

Odds that e and f are airless are virtually unchanged

Assume same stellar 
and planetary 
properties AND 
initial volatiles then 
repeat evolutionary 
calculations for e 
and f

This remains true even if same initial volatile inventory is sampled 



How do recent JWST observations inform theoretical models of Trappist-1 evolution?
Odds that e and f are airless are virtually unchanged

Why? 
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How do recent JWST observations inform theoretical models of Trappist-1 evolution?
Odds that e and f are airless are virtually unchanged

Why? 

- All water present as steam on planets interior to runaway greenhouse limit, easily lost to XUV-driven 
escape (and heavier species dragged along)
- Condensation of surface water -> temperate carbon cycle -> CO2 sequestered in interior where it is 
shielded from escape
- Remains possible that all planets formed volatile poor and are all airless, but the airlessness of b and c 
does not require this to be true.

Trappist-1b is always in runaway greenhouse Trappist-1e is unambiguously not in a runaway greenhouse



Leveraging geochemical evolution models to inform 
next generation terrestrial planet observations



Leveraging geochemical evolution models to inform 
next generation terrestrial planet observations

Low non-condensable 
oxygen false positives 
could occur around sun-
like stars (c.f. Wordsworth 
and Pierrehumbert 2014)

Meadows (2017)



Hall, Sawyer et al. (in 
revision) “Constraining 
Background N2 Inventories 
on Directly Imaged 
Terrestrial Exoplanets to
Rule Out O2 False Positives”

Low non-condensable oxygen 
false positives (c.f. Wordsworth 
and Pierrehumbert 2014) may be 
identified in reflected light



Hall, Sawyer et al. (in 
revision) “Constraining 
Background N2 Inventories 
on Directly Imaged 
Terrestrial Exoplanets to
Rule Out O2 False Positives”

S/N =10 S/N =20 S/N =40

NIR coverage (to 1.7 um) and large aperture (~8 m) 
needed to unambiguously identify N2 background.

Low non-condensable oxygen 
false positives (c.f. Wordsworth 
and Pierrehumbert 2014) may be 
identified in reflected light



Leveraging geochemical evolution models to inform 
next generation terrestrial planet observations



Conclusions
Atmosphere-Interior planetary evolution models will 
be crucial tools for interpreting potential 
biosignatures and habitability indicators:

- Understanding the atmospheric evolution of Venus is 
a prerequisite to anticipating exoplanet habitability 
and interpreting oxygen biosignatures.
- The lack of substantial atmospheres on Trappist 1b 
and c would not say much about the likelihood of the 
outer planets retaining secondary atmospheres.
- Oxygen false positives may be positive on planets 
around sun-like stars, and next generation telescopes 
must be built with the capability to disentangle this 
from biogenic oxygen.

More info:
- Venus evolution and potential for past habitability: Krissansen-Totton et al. (2021, PSJ)
- Trappist-1 application: Krissansen-Totton and Fortney (2022, ApJ), Krissansen-Totton (2023, ApJL)
- Constraining N2 in reflected light: Hall et al. (2023, in revision)
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Venus was 
never 
habitable
Requires 
efficient 
dry crustal 
oxidation

Venus 
experienced 
several Gyr of 
habitability, 
Requires high 
bond albedo, 
efficient dry 
crustal oxidation

Krissansen-Totton et 
al. (2021), The 
Planetary Science 
Journal.
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If the outer planets are 
airless, then that would 
strongly suggest they formed 
relatively volatile poor.





Krissansen-Totton and 
Fortney (2022, in press)

What variables control atmospheric evolution:
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Way et al. (2016; GRL), 
Way and Del Genio (2020)

Turbet et al. 
(2021, Nature)

Ivanov and Head (2013 “Evolution 
of Tectonics on Venus”)

Khawja et al. (2020; Nature 
Communications) Tesserae on Venus may 

preserve evidence of fluvial erosion.

Recent H loss 
harder to 
reconcile with 
the lack of O2
(Lammer et al. 
2018; Gillmann
et al. 2009; 
Gillmann et al. 
2020; Warren 
and Kite 2023) 

The climate evolution of Venus is uncertain

Gilmore et al. 
(2015) Icarus, 
254, 350-361.



More likely O2–free atmospheres

More likely O2–rich atmospheres

“Probability distributions” for current
Trappist-1 planetary atmospheres

Krissansen-Totton and Fortney (2022, ApJ)









Sensitivity test:
What if CO2 throttles H escape due to strong radiative cooling?

- High CO2 mixing ratio in the upper 
atmosphere -> strong radiative 
cooling (Wordsworth & 
Pierrehumbert 2013; Johnstone et 
al. 2018; 2019; Kulikov et al. 2007).

- Crudely represent this in our model:

- Earth-like temperatures for N2-O2
atmospheres, 170 K for CO2-
dominated atmosphere (actual 
Venus atmosphere is 150-180 
between cloud deck and 
homopause).


